ProCSI 2016 Feedback
The students were asked the following questions:
1. What was your favorite thing/activity from ProCSI?
2. What was your least favorite thing/activity?
3. If you were in charge of ProCSI, what would you change?
4. Other comments/suggestions
Here are the students’ responses:
Question 1
 The IceCube Neutrino Workshop
 Going to the UW Hospital and learning about the simulation
 I really enjoyed the robotics talk and the CAVE/VR place
 My favorite activity was using the HTC Vive (The CAVE)
 The CAVE (B sided projector virtual environment)
 All of the labs were really cool. And touring Camp Randal stadium was awesome
 My favorite part was touring the Polymers lab because the 3D printing seemed very interesting
to me. PLUS the tower activity was really fun!
 Virtual reality (The CAVE)
 My favorite activity was hanging out with counselors and friends around the campus. Visiting
engineering buildings and eating lunch at Sett, Memorial Union and the flight simulator. Also
liked mannequins (UW Hospital Sim Center).
 The Physics Lab tour and introduction to IceCube and Neutrinos. The bridge design challenge
was fun
 My favorite activity was visiting the hospital. I liked seeing the simulation patients and it was
cool to see how doctors train. I also liked the activities that we did for fun (bowling, volleyball,
bonfire). The design challenges we did with Asher were fun.
 The driving simulation and the Vitual Reality demo
Question 2
 Nothing
 Going to the IceCube Activity
 I didn’t like the Animal Science Place as much or the Medical parts. Just not as interested in that
area of study
 My least favorite activity was going to the IceCube Neutrino Lab
 Driving simulator (only 1 person drove)
 100-minute walk. It was informative but it was quite long
 My least favorite activity was the IceCube powerpoint because it was a little bit too much and
background info wasn’t explained that could’ve helped us understand what was going on better.
 Physics side of IceCube
 Least favorite activity was watching movies at the den and walking a lot. Ice cube was okay.
Pokemon
 The walking/standing was kind of annoying
 My least favorite thing was the driving simulator because we were just listening for too long
 Walking in the hot weather

Question 3
 Go to the nuclear reactor
 Less walking! More bus!
 I would not go to the Sett as much for lunch
 I wouldn’t change anything
 I thought it went very smoothly overall, we were almost always on time and kept to the
schedule
 I really enjoyed my time here. So I really would not change much, if anything.
 More computer oriented activities
 More adventures and going out of Dejope, making it longer to explore, go swimming and more
hands on activities. More people.
 I would take the bus more, but other than that it was an amazing week.
 I would add a planned time to go out after dinner to have fun (Memorial Union, bowling)
 I would stay inside if too hot and more sleep time
Question 4
 Thank you for the wonderful experience!
 I had a great time! 
 I really enjoyed the whole week. I learned a lot about different fields I could go into
 Good camp. Thanks!
 The counselors were awesome
 The college student panel was very helpful
 Maybe a little more freedom to go outside of the dorm during free time
 Thank you guys so much for this experience, it was amazing! 
 Thanks!
 I really liked this camp! I loved everything I learned a lot about different types of engineering
and mechanical engineering. I would definitely recommend this for high schoolers who want to
have fun in engineering.
 Maybe make it a few days longer so we can explore other disciplines of engineering or learn
more about stuff we’re interested in. It was a really great week! 
 I think some activities might be better if we weren’t standing so long.
 None

